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There are any number of reasons why I think the Bringtons & Nobottle News is one of the – if not the – 

most important means of communication in the parish. 

Yes, e are lu ky e ough to ha e a illages e ail list a d three illage oti e oards, ut the Ne s  goes 
through the letterboxes of each household free of charge every two months, providing a variety of 

information, past & present & future, to every resident of Nobottle and Great & Little Brington. 

And, another bonus:  I reckon its bi-monthly production involves at least several dozen local individuals, so 

its participation is broad- ased.  The offi ial  Ne sletter Tea  is o prised at the prese t of Gary 

“haeffer hose respo si ility is the Ne s’  ad i istratio  – deadline reminders, enlisting & encouraging 

articles from a number of regular occasional contributors, advertising, subscriptions and funding; Sarah 

Sheehan who designs and compiles the newsletter and sends it off to our publisher, Shire Lumsden Press in 

Cogenhoe; and Wendy Jephcott who collects and delivers it to a regular group of distributors in the 

villages.  And all of this, happily and seamlessly, is accomplished in the shortest possible period of time, 

ensuring on-time delivery the first of every two months. 

Obviously this is a non-profit exercise and we rely on funding from the Parish Council, the Chauntry, private 

individuals, advertising and parish groups.  Notable among the last was the Fox & Hounds, Great Brington 

who sponsored our colour Christmas edition, which included parish Christmas cards, and which allowed us 

the opportunity once again to make a handsome charitable donation to the work of Cynthia Spencer 

Hospice and the towards the parish defibrillator, administered by the Parish Council. 

If you ha e a y o e ts a d/or suggestio s regardi g the Bri gto s & No ottle Ne s , please e i  
touch with Gary Shaeffer on 770939. 

Thank you for your support and encouragement. 

 

 


